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With thanks to Miss Katcher, Felix

Ganz, John Barrett, John MacLean, M . N.

Thaler and John Steinberg and . . .

TO OUR
WONDERFUL ADVERTISERS

FROM THE DESK OF
THE CIRCUIT MANAGER

The 1979-1980 circuit season is
drawing to a close . However, I am
concerned over the number of cir-
cuits still in distribution (16 of 25).

MAIL THOSE CIRCUITS
QUICKLY — PLEASE!!

As soon as all circuits are re-
ceived, a full report on the 1979-
1980 season will be forwarded to
the AHPS officers and to TELL for
publication.

In the next issue, the circuit
participation form, circuit

participant rules and circuit manager's
letter will appear.

Editor/Publisher
Paul J . Ickeringill
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from the EDITOR'S DESK	

NEW	 PUBLICATIONS	

Reported by Felix Ganz

* Catalogue on Swiss Meters
(in German)

About 25 years ago, Heiner Duerst
published a first attempt at listing Swiss
meter types, shapes, and in some instan-
ces denominations, as well as related
fields.

Now the second, much enlarged issue
is available, covering both Switzerland
and Liechtenstein in a truly exhaustive
way, from the earliest use of meters . in
the early 1920s, to the present.

The volume contains 180 pages, with
many illustrations . A price guide
provides a collector with information on
what is less frequently seen and available
(and it should be said that since most
people throw meters out, many may
actually be rare .)

The volume costs SFr . 18, plus 3 Fr.
postage, or about $12. or 13., and is
available from the author via postal check-
ing account 80-1391, Rüschlikon, ZH.

* Catalogue of Swiss Publicity
& Souvenir Vignettes
Editions PEN, 3941 Grone (VS)
Switzerland.
(in German and French)

Pen, the ever active editor of cata-
logues of Swiss philatelic and related sub-
jects (special cancellations, emergency
cancels . ; topical handbooks) has added a
new volume, attesting to his tremendous
knowledge and researching . More than
5000 non-postal vignettes and publicity
stickers are listed in this new book, and
priced! Covered is the period from 1878
to 1980 . About 1000 illustrations.

Only orders with prepayment of 52
SFr. (no personal checks are accepted;
U .S . currency at about 1 .70 SFr . to $1 .,
meaning $31 .), including postage, will be
filled . The issue is announced as being
limited and anyone interested in this mar-
ginal aspect of philately should place an
order right away .

SWISS POST OFFICE CHANGES

Closed Offices
3399 Hermiswil (BE) as of 4-1-80
4014 Basel 14 SBB, as of 5-31-80
4002 Basel 22 Pake ., as of 5-31-80

Closed Parcel Acceptance Depot
Glockenthal near Thun (8-28-79)

Changed Office Names
9202 Gossau (SG) as of 4-14-80 -
became 9202 Gossau 1 (SG)

New Offices
1700 Fribourg 8 Hopital Cantonal:

4-1-80 (formerly a parcel accept.
station)

9202 Gossau 2 Mettendorf (SG)
4-14-80

Changes of Zip Code

3199 Blepberg -

	

3124 Belpberg
3516 Bleiken b . Oberdiessbach -

3518 Bleiken b . Oberdiessbach
3516 Linden - 3517 Linden
3516 Wnagelen b . Oberdiessbach -

3519 Wangelen b . Oberdiessbach
3753 Diemtigen -

	

3754 Diemtigen
3753 Horboden -

	

3755 Horboden
3753 Latterbach -

	

3758 Latterbach
3753 Schwenden im Diemtigtal -

3757 Schwenden im Diemtigtal
3753 Zwischenflüh -

3756 Zwischenflüh
3855 Hofstetten b . Brienz -

3858 Hofstetten b . Brienz
4600 Olten 3 Stadt -

4603 OIten 3 Stadt
6133 Hübeli -

	

6134Hübeli
6211 Rickenbach (LU) -

6221 Rickenbach (LU)
6211 Gunzwil -

	

6222 Gunzwil
6211 Schlierbach - 6231 Schlierbach
7500 Plaun da Lej - 7517 Plaun da Lej
9248 Schwarzenbach (SG) -

9536 Schwarzenbach (SG)

AWARDS

At the Rockford, IL Philatelic Show
(Natl . rated) held on April 12/13, AHPS
member Felix Ganz was awarded a ver-
meil for the exhibit called Swiss Military
Mail, ca . 1900 through World War I.
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A Philatelic Gem !!!

The year was 1878 — and Staempfli & Cie . of Switzerland typographed a series of
nine postage due stamps, on ordinary paper, watermarked cross in oval . The 1c figure
was on a background of "rays" emanating from the center of a circle ; the other eight
values featured the value figure on a white background . All this has been common
information in all catalogue listings . . . until now — 99 years later!

Late in 1979, Mr . H. L . Katcher, manager of The Amateur Collector Ltd . of
England, in sorting through an accumulation of the first issue of Switzerland's Postage
Due stamps discovered a 5c value (Z .4) with a "rayed star" background . . . it couldn't
be! Only the 1c value has a rayed star background . Swiss experts consulted on the
matter were at first incredulous, but when they saw the stamp their disbelief changed
to deep astonishment . The stamp and its postmark were submitted to the most
rigorous tests imaginable (archives of the PTT and the printers were also consulted)
and passed them all with flying colors — everything about it proved to be completely
authentic . The postmark is that of Bissegg, in the canton of Thurgau.

The question of how this stamp came to exist is causing much speculation, and the
editorial offices of the Berner Briefmarken Zeitung are being deluged with theories.
The status of this new discovery, the only recorded example of its type in the world,
is thus in the same category as the famous yellow 3 SKilling-banco of Sweden and the
even more famous 1 cent British Guyana.

TELL
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS

OF

SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN

by FELIX GANZ

PART I

SWISS POSTAL FACILITIES ABROAD AND
FOREIGN POSTAL FACILITIES ON SWISS SOIL

Not much written information exists on this aspect of Swiss philately, and there-
fore the "rediscovery" of an article written in 1961 by Mrs . E . J . Rawnsley, editor
of the British Helvetia Society's Newsletter (and featured in that publication be-
tween August 1961 and February 1962) was of tremendous help to compiling this
segment of an overview of Swiss postmarks . And after the article's first draft had
been completed it was checked for accuracy and augmented by pictures of addi-
tional strikes by Mr . Liniger of the PTT Museum in Bern who is at the source of
such information.

Going back in history, but not dwelt on here beyond mentioning facts, it should
be remembered that the very first "Swiss" postmark was used by the French post
office in then independent, though Swiss-allied Geneva, from 1695 to 1699 . It was
a straightline, DE GENEVE, which — as well as a variety of successors — is found
almost exclusively on mail to France (and not on mail to other Swiss territories).
Late in the eighteenth century samples of a straightline mark CUR (for Chur,
Grisons) are known which from most evidence garnered were applied by the repre-
sentative of the Bavarian Fussach messengers in that city ; and from 1833 to 1853,
according to Winkler's Handbook on Swiss Pre-Philately, the German Thurn and
Taxis postal administration took care of all postal needs of the Swiss Canton of
Schaffhausen (which at least could be construed by some as instances of "foreign
post offices on Swiss soil").

More recent instances of foreign postal administrations' facilities on Swiss
territory — usually in border cities and their railroad stations — will be observed at the
conclusion of this overview.

Swiss postal agencies abroad were established from the early 1850s on in the
neighboring countries of Austria, France, and Italy — with the greatest number in
the last-named country. Principal reason for their being created lay in the fact that
Switzerland had established an excellent system of horse coach mail and passenger
routes — notably into what is now Northern Italy — the intermediate and end
points of which served not only as horse exchange barns, but as ticket selling
stations and often also as mail pick-up points, especially again in Italy (Sardinia)
where the public's trust apparently favored the Swiss rather than their own postal
connections!

AUSTRIA: According to records, Swiss agencies existed on the route from St.
Moritz — Zernez — Scuol (Schuls) — Landeck (Inn river valley) . The original one
was located in Nauders, in immediate vicinity of the border between the two coun-
tries, and existed from late 1872 to 1914 . Changes in road layout and means of
transportation (from horse coach to postal bus) closed the Nauders facility and
relocated it to Pfunds, farther down the valley, where it existed well into the
1960s . Neither of these postal facilities, established exclusively to assist passengers,
owned cancellation devices . This, according to Mr . Linger, would have violated
Austrian sovereignty.
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cont. Swiss Postal Facilities Abroad

The third Austrian facility was lo-
cated atop Stilfserjoch (now Passo di
Stelvio) where Swiss (from Zernez
over the Ofenpass, Sta . Maria and
Umbrail Pass), Austrian, and Lombar-
dian/Italian coaches exchanged mail
and passengers at over 9000 ft . alti-
tude! The Swiss agency on the pass
existed from 1907 to 1915 — was
closed because of World War I, and
did not reopen after Italy was given
that part of Austria by the peace
treaty . It too had no postmark ac-
cording to records.

continued next month —

NEXT MONTH:

PART II — SWISS POSTAL FACILITIES ABROAD AND
FOREIGN FACILITIES ON SWISS SOIL

—FRANCE —

NEW SPECIAL CANCELS
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"Plauderei über Altbriefe"

A Little Chat About Old Letters
by RUDOLF RUEGG

Translation by John Barrett. Translated and published by approval of the editor of
the Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung (BBZ).

The period "helvetic" is understood to be the Swiss form of government after the
collapse of the old Confederation, caused by the entry of the Napoleonic Army . The
classes and those people who were in favor of the old Confederation had declared to
do all they could to prevent the French troops from marching into Switzerland . In
spite of that the first troops entered on the 25th and 26th of January 1798 and could
not be stopped.

On April 12, 1798, 121 deputies of 10 cantons proclaimed the "one and indivisible
helvetic republic" in Aarau . Against the will of the helvetic senate the French en-
forced a new division of Switzerland . This is the reason for new names, as for example,
Kanton Säntis (part of Kantons St . Gallen and Appenzell), Kanton Linth (Glarus,
Sargans, Obertoggenburg and Linth up to Rapperswill), Kanton Waldstätten (Uri,
Schwyz, Unterualden and Zug), Kanton Baden (Freiamt and Kanton Baden) . In the
part called Tessin the Kantons were Lugano (the south and Locarno), and Bellinzona
(northern part) . The expressions "Herr" or "Monsieur" (Mister in German and French)
were replaced by "Burger" or "Citoyen" (citizen) . The seal of state was the figure of
Wilhelm Tell with the boy (his son).

On February 21, 1803 Louis d'Affry, Field Marshal of Fribourg was named "
Landammann" (Governor) of Switzerland by Napoleon, but this was not meant to be a post
of influence or power . Letters with the attractive cancel "Landammann de la Suisse"
are very desirable and searched out.

Another interesting field of collection of that time are the cancels of the French
Armies in Switzerland . During the period from 1792 to 1806, cancels of eight French
Armies are known in Switzerland : Armee de Reserve, Armee du Midi, Armee des
Suisse, Armee du Danube, Armee du Rhin, Armee de Grisons, Armee d'Italie and the
grande Armee . Let us pay a bit more attention to the Armee de Suisse, Armee du
Danube and the Armee du Rhin, all of which played an important part in the two
battles of Zurich . In my collection I have letters of Generals Schaumburg, Massena,
Boye, Lecourbe, Nourion and Sandeur as well as letters of French soldiers to their
families . One of these soldiers writes, for example, that `Zurich is a nice city with
beautiful women, but, most of them have bad teeth!'

Very often collectors of these letters have problems with the given dates, since
Napoleon changed the old calendar into the republican one . The first year of the
French Republic began on September 22, 1792 . In the Republican Calendar every
month had 30 days and at the end of every year 5 days (6 days every four years) were
added . The names of the 12 months were also changed during this period (i .e . Jan=
pluviose . Feb=ventose, Mar=germinal, Apr=floreal, May=praitial, June=messidor, July=
thermidor, Aug=fructidor, Sept=vendemiaire, Oct=brumaire, Nov=frimaire and Dec=
nivose .)

Letters from those parts of Switzerland that were occupied by the French before
1815 — so-called 'Departements Conquis' — are of great historical interest . As in their
homeland, the French added the numbers given to the occupied Swiss cantons in the
cancellations . The numbers were : 1 . Dep. de L'ain (only Versoix), 66 . Haut-Rhin
(Bernese Jura), 84. Mont-Blanc (Carouge), 87 . Mont-terrible (Bernese Jura), 99 . Leman
(Geneva), 127 . Simplon (Wallis).
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You will find that the same towns and villages are in departments 66 and 87 -
the reason for this lies in the following : On his journey of inspection Commissioner
Perrot had not been content with the situation and people in the Dept . Mont-terrible.
That is why it was broken up and from then on belonged to the Dept . Haut-Rhin
(February 17, 1800).
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A Bit of Heraldry

Landammänner
by JOHN MAC LEAN

I n the popular imagination, the study of heraldry is most often consigned to the
back rooms of museums or the back lots of DeMille's Hollywood . The May 10th
issuance of the first of Liechtenstein's Landammanner series, however, illustrates the
contemporary relevance of heraldry as a means of preserving family pride and en-
hancing national historic awareness.

With the transfer of sovereignty over the County of Vaduz and the Dominion of
Schellenberg in 1712, Prince Anton Florian of Liechtenstein inherited a centuries old
tradition of government which presented a curious admixture of feudal prerogatives
and primitive democracy, which posed some peculiar problems for the House of
Hapsburg . Under the loose rule of the Holy Roman Empire, both Vaduz and
Schellenberg had been allowed no small measure of local autonomy as national or legal com-
munes under the authority of a Landammann . The Landammann was elected from a
slate of three candidates proposed by the sovereign and supervised virtually all
executive and judicial administration within his tiny jurisdiction . The inhabitants of
these "countries," descendents of local nobility, courtiers, and non-landed freemen,
flourished under the rule of their Landammann and his "neighborhood" deputies,
and insisted upon the ratification of the Landammannen system in 1718 by the ruler
of the newly-formed principality . In 1720, the system was abolished, however, and
despite subsequent outcries, the position of Landam-
mann was reinstituted in name only until it disappeared
entirely in the turmoil of post revolutionary Europe.

The current stamp issues are part of a series of
twelve to be issued annually in groups of four. The
heraldic devices of the Landammanner are reproduced
in beautiful five to seven color, deep-etched format from
designs based on the work of E . Verling now in the
custody of the Liechtenstein National Museum . These
etchings and the corresponding designs executed by Hans

Peter Gassner form illus-
trations one through four.
Illustrations one and three (40 cent and 70 cent) present
the arms of Buchel Andreas (Balzers) and Lucien Frick
(Schaan) respectively, Landammanner of Vaduz . Illus-
trations two and four (80 cent and 1 .10 Fr) present,
respectively, those of Maxer Georg (Ruggel) and Orei
Adam (Eschen), Landammanner of Schellenberg . The

continued next page
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LANDAMMANNER — cont.

dates refer to the first record of the device.
Interestingly, the twelve stamps are being issued

in the order of the surnames modern prevalence — a
reminder to Liechtensteiners of the vitality of their
ancient heritage.

The seals reproduced below were designs based on
the original seals of the Landammann preserved on old
documents.
(Drawings by E . Verling/Liechtenst. National Museum)
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PERNOD
I admit that I was supposed to get at the Federal fiscal stamps in this No . 3 column

but something came through that was so exciting to me that I had to put it on paper.
I decided that the T—Party was the best place for it because the subject matter could
be drunk in the same cup with tea but had a little bit more kick to it.

A more important reason for the postponement of a column on Federal Swiss
revenue stamps is that I am able to suggest an interesting manner of acquiring fiscals
and learning about their use.

Documents carrying fiscal stamps often come on the market in auctions and sales of
accumulations . I am always attracted to these documents because they usually turn
out to be economical when one figures the unit cost, they tell interesting stories and
the dealers and auction houses haven't the time to examine them carefully for unusual
items.

In one such group of documents that I purchased last year I found several notes or
drafts dated between 1864 and 1875 issued by Edouard Pernod at Couvet in Neucha-
tel, each having a Fribourg fiscal stamp tied to its rear surface by a rubber stamp
imprint .

At least two of these drafts were signed by Ed . Pernod personally in a beautiful
handwriting full of flourishes and curlicues . Each document has a printed logo which
announces that the company is in the business of manufacturing abstract of absinthe.
Knowing there is a Pernod/Liqueur sold today throughout the world I became inter-
ested in the connection of that name with this group of documents . The following is a
result of my research.

Absinthe as originally sold was a green liqueur made with abstract of wormwood
that grew fairly abundantly in central Europe . It was a narcotic and hallucinogenic
substance, insidious in its effects . Protracted use resulted in permanent debilitation
and brain damage . Until governments became more solicitous for the welfare of their
citizens the liqueur was sold without control other than being heavily taxed, but
eventually it was completely outlawed . There is an "Old Absinthe House" in New
Orleans where the drink could be purchased in colonial times, but today — just as
Pernod liqueur is sold — the drink is flavored with anise or licorice and contains
nothing harmful, except alcohol, of course.

The house of Pernod was founded at Couvet in 1797 by Henri-Louis Pernod who
did his own distilling, selling the product very well in Switzerland and France under his
name "PERNOD" . His youngest son Louis lived in Pontarlier in the French Jura just
over the border and only about 25 kilometers from Couvet . The drink became very
popular in France but the French customs duty took a large cut of the price so the
father had Louis build another plant in Pontarlier . Commencing about 1805 the pro-
duct of the French plant was sold as "PERNOD FILS" even though the eldest brother

cont . next page

No. 3
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PERNOD cont.

Edouard remained in Couvet with the father operating the Neuchatel business . In
1827 the French sales had grown so voluminous that the father Henri-Louis moved to
Pontarlier to join his youngest son, leaving the Swiss operation to Edouard . From that
point of time the Swiss product was sold as "EDOUARD PERNOD".

My documents originated with this latter company.
The product was substantially the same in each case, well able to scramble the

brains of an habitual drinker . While Edouard was signing the draft which I have which
is dated December 14, 1875, Edgar Degas was painting his famous "The Glass of
Absinthe" which now hangs in the Louvre in Paris . Even reproductions of this paint-
ing dramatically show the stupefied expression of the young girl who has become
"hooked" on the destructive beverage.

At least one cousin of the brothers, Pierre, got into the act both in Switzerland and
in France in the identical locations, using the same PERNOD name to ride the coat-
tails of the successful originators precipitating lawsuits and problems, but all eventually
came to a stop . In 1910 Switzerland outlawed the extraction, transportation and sale
of absinthe, followed in 1915 by France . The Pernod plants were liquidated and the
property, including the famous PERNOD trademark was sold . The present Pernod
company stems from the original family.

The drafts which l have were all addressed to a confectioner in Fribourg for
payment to different payees . Each document has a rubber stamp imprint of a Fribourg

bank or banker, the payment being made in Fribourg which accounts for the Fribourg
revenue stamp .

M. N. THALER
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My Favorite Cover

The other day an envelope was received which, at a glance, does not
appear to show anything unusual . The stamp is machine-cancelled and the
letter was sent via airmail . However, if one takes a closer look, the envelope
reveals that it carries insufficient postage, since for overseas the rate is Fr 1 .30
instead of 80c . In the upper left-hand corner is shown the figure "8" to
indicate that the letter weighed 8 grams, for which the correct postage is
Fr . 1 .30.

To this letter is affixed, in the center thereof, a rubber stamp which
translated means, "missing postage levied on the sender 50c . (Taxe percue) . "
What chaos this would create if the U . S . Postal authorities would institute
this type of system in collecting the postage due from the sender instead of
from the recipient!

have not come across this type of notation on a cover until now,
although l understand that they exist, but in my book, it is a nice album
filler .

J . Steinberg (AHPS 1323)
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postscriptum
. . . In the December 1979 issue of
TEL L an article listed auction houses in
Switzerland. For those AHPS members
interested in bidding abroad here is one
more firm which at the end of May, 1980
conducted its seventh mail sale "auction."
The firm is called A & I . Meigniez and is
located at 5, chemin du Moulin, 1110
Morges, Switzerland. The seventh mail
bid sale featured over 2700 lots of which
more than half were Swiss items — of
every imaginable variety : pre-stamp
period, special cancellations, single
franks, etc., etc.

. . . In their "Die Basler
Taube' Marken-Mueller AG (May 1980) announce the
1980 Muller—Katalog of Schweiz, Liech-
tenstein and UNO Genf will be issued in
September. 356 pages. Fr. 9.50

. . . from the PHSG Newsletter : "Post-
geschichte (Postal History) Bulletin" of
March contains the first part of a tabu-
lation of airmail rates in chronological
order, based on specific routes by Roland
Kohl. For a sample of this fine publica-
tion (in German) write to Hans Schwarzen-
bach, Limmatquai 72, 8001 Zürich.

. . . Gerry Diamond announces that
an A HPS "Summer Auction" is coming
up next month. A great selection of
lots to bid on!

RECENT SPECIAL MACHINE FLAGS
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